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I. WHY WE NEED TO BE AND WANT TO BE A CONFERENCE
Conference for the congregations in Central District is something like a family of adult sisters and brothers.
We love each other and are concerned about each other. We want to help each other but we do not feel a
need to control each other. We share a common faith heritage and commitment, as well as a desire for
common mission. Being together helps us strengthen those commitments, continue discovering God in
significant ways, and define what it means for our walk as Jesus’ disciples and Anabaptist Mennonites
today.
For us conference is a place for fellowship, for discussion, and for mutual counseling as we seek to hear
what the Spirit is saying to us about what it means to follow Christ. It is a place where relationships are
vital. Conference is also a means for organizing so that we can work together in mission and church
planting, for providing resources such as Camp Friedenswald and Bluffton College, for help in choosing
and supporting pastoral leadership, and for keeping us responsive to the needs in the world around us.
Although our conference is part of what church is and does, it is not analogous to or a substitute for our
congregations. It is in our congregations that we commit ourselves to participation as members of the body
of Christ, a commitment which encompasses our total lives. The congregations’ commitment to conference
is different and more specific, defined by what we have come to understand the purpose of conference to
be.
We confess we have often failed at being our best as conference. We talk of being family, but have
sometimes failed in incorporating new members as full participants in the family. We talk of mutual
accountability but have often failed to responsibly give and receive counsel, hindering the work of God’s
Spirit among us. We talk of unity but disunity has sometimes disrupted our conference efforts in witness,
mission, and service. At times we have been left with a sense of scatteredness and weakened in our ability
as a group to proclaim important understandings of faith and in our witness to Christ in the broader public
arena. Yet conference continues to be very important, enhancing and facilitating God’s work among us so
that God’s healing and hope will flow through us to the world.
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II. THE FORMAL CONGREGATION-CONFERENCE RELATIONSHIP
Article II of our Central District Conference constitution defines the purpose of our conference as follows:
1. To promote community among member churches in our commitment to Christ.
2. To serve as a resource for, and to offer guidance to, pastors and congregations in matters of
faith and life.
3. To facilitate the reign of God by providing channels through efforts in mission, evangelism,
church planting, Christian education, nurture, and peacemaking.
Our conference, then, is intended to be a resource: to promote, serve, offer, and facilitate. Conference is
congregations working together, it is not a separate body over congregations. Conference is formed by
congregations coming together voluntarily for specific purposes. The constitution (Article IX) describes
the steps which a congregation takes to join the conference and also notes that congregations may choose to
leave the conference. The constitution does not grant the conference authority to remove a congregation
from membership.

III. OUR HISTORY AS A CONFERENCE
According to Harold S. Bender, writing in the Mennonite Encyclopedia, congregational autonomy was the
form of church government for virtually all groups in the Anabaptist-Mennonite tradition until the 19th
century, when some conferences in North America began to develop “into authoritative ecclesiastical bodies
with power over the local congregation and ministers.” (Vol. I, p. 669)
The roots of our own Central District Conference lie in the formation of the General Conference in 1860.
The Central District Conference was organized in 1957 with the merger of the Central Conference
Mennonite Church (organized in 1908) and the Middle District Conference (organized in 1888). These
conferences carried on the Anabaptist tradition of congregational autonomy while enabling congregations to
come together for fellowship and mutual encouragement and to organize for work which congregations
could do best in cooperation with each other. These conferences did not simply evolve, but were
deliberately organized for specific objectives. A major objective was the inclusion of all who shared the
same purpose and wanted to walk together following Christ.
Walking Together in Faith, our conference history, speaks directly to the congregation - conference
relationship and to the purposes for which conference was formed. Writing about the formation of the
Central District Conference, conference historian Steve Estes observes, “each group [Middle District
Conference and Central Conference] shared an essential commitment to the congregation as the central
focus of church life — an independent congregationalism with the conference as a place for working
together toward common ministry goals in Christian fellowship (and not as the locus of authority for the
church).” (p. 8)
A mistaken assumption has been that Central District Conference polity developed in reaction to more
authoritative practices in some other Mennonite conferences. This assumption is often based on the rather
large number of Central District leaders who transferred to the Central Conference and Middle District
Conference in the first half of this century from these other Mennonite conferences where, in some cases,
they had been the objects of what they considered to have been harsh discipline.
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The historical record shows that these leaders came to us long after our polity had been decided. They
came to us precisely because we had a congregational autonomy clearly in place. It is probably fair to say,
however, that many of our attitudes toward church discipline, particularly “harsh discipline,” were
influenced significantly by the coming of these leaders. In that sense, the attitudes toward discipline in
many of our congregations today may be a reaction to practices found in other Mennonite bodies.
IV. THE AUTHORITY OF CONFERENCE
The authority of Central District Conference lies in our coming together to seek God’s will and embrace
God’s ultimate authority in our lives. As congregations in relationship, we do this seriously, humbly, and
prayerfully, and then agree to share our understanding with each other in conference. The authority comes,
or emerges, as our conference decisions are recognized as the will of God. It is not coercive, does not
threaten, and comes without sanctions.
Conference statements reflecting the majority position on issues are to be taken seriously and studied
carefully and prayerfully. At the same time we also humbly recognize that a majority can be mistaken and
a minority may be nearer the mind of God.
We also understand that this kind of authority means that everyone within the conference has the
responsibility both to give and receive counsel honestly and clearly. Unless we are engaged in this way, our
conference will not discover authority as a reflection of God’s ultimate authority and we will find ourselves
going in many different individualistic directions.

V. DISCIPLINE AND DISCIPLING IN CENTRAL DISTRICT
We believe that discipline, as that is usually understood (sanctions), belongs in the congregation and is not
a function of conference. Discipline is, after all, part of discipling and care which the church, the family of
God, gives to each Christian. As such it needs to be done in the setting where the person has made a
membership commitment, is best known, and the situation understood. That is the local congregation.
The relationship between conference and congregation is not the same as the relationship between the
congregation and its individual members. When Paul speaks of the body of Christ, it is a body of which
individuals (I Corinthians 12:27) are members, not a conference of which congregations are members.
Along with the congregations, the conference participates in the universal Christian mission of forming
disciples (Matt. 28:18-20). The conference disciples by providing opportunities for people to come
together and seek the meaning of discipleship in our time and by providing resources for helping us to
actually walk as disciples.

VI. THE CONFERENCE ROLE IN PASTORAL LEADERSHIP
We consider the role of conference in the selection and credentialing of pastoral leadership to be very
important. Our conference ministers and Ministerial Committee play a vital role in the call, credentialing,
and ongoing accountability (and discipline, when necessary) of pastoral leadership. We recognize the
heavy responsibility this places upon the Ministerial Committee and conference ministers.
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We also see pastoral mentoring and pastor-peer groups as essential ways of giving and receiving counsel,
of strengthening our conference as a family, and of discipling all of us.

VII. IN CONCLUSION
The relationship of conference to congregations in resourcing and mutual discernment is very important in
Central District. It also calls us to engage each other responsibly. Every person in Central District
Conference is called upon to actively seek God’s will, to listen to the Holy Spirit, and to share what we
have heard with our brothers and sisters in our congregations and in the wider conference. In Central
District we are not passive followers. We are all called and invited to take responsibility, together with our
sisters and brothers, to seek God’s will on what it means concretely for us to be disciples of Jesus today.
We understand this individual responsibility, this call to mutual accountability — difficult as it may be —
to be at the heart of Anabaptism. This is what baptism on confession of faith means. The Anabaptists
rejected the idea of church as a traditional community which relied on tradition and the authority of
traditional leaders. The church is a voluntary community which each person enters on the basis of his or
her own individual decision and confession of faith — an individual, responsible, adult decision, which
calls us into mutual relationship with each other. The Anabaptists believed that this is what the New
Testament clearly teaches.
We face the future transition with some uncertainty, but also with anticipation, believing that, as we
continue walking together in faith as responsible disciples, our Lord will continue to transform us in ways
wonderful and new.
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